CAP AX IMPERII-
This third-hand mode of acquainting himself with
Cicely's charms was no doubt becoming in a ped
but not all the vocal denizens of the 'Nest of
Birds', as The Bodley Head came to be designated, would
have been content with such vicarious impressions. A
poem entitled * Stella Maris' by Arthur Symons called
forth at least one letter of grave rebuke from a member
of the Athenaeum Club who signed himself 'Not an Old
Fogey'. This anonymous mentor complains, not only
of the immorality of the lines, but of their setting,
'If anything', he indignantly exclaims, 'can induce purity
of thought, it is a vast expanse of sea and sky with the
stars coming out by twos and threes. Yet this is the
moment that the writer chooses for gloating over and
glorying in a "vulgar amour".' Such lines, he thinks,
must be prejudicial to the sale of the book (The Tellow
BooK), 'for', he observes, with disarming naivete, 'it prevents
one mentioning the book to most unmarried women.'
Of another poet of the Nineties, and a conspicuous
one, it might be said that he would have succeeded had
not success come to him—too soon. Cap ax imperii^
nisi imperasset! In the hey-day of his fame as a
dramatist, Stephen Phillips was compared to Shakespeare
and to Sophocles. At one time, as many as four of his
plays were running simultaneously in London. His
volume of Poems, published by The Bodley Head, was
'crowned1—to the tune of one hundred guineas—by
the 'British Academy of Letters'—a 'stunt5 run by the
literary periodical. The Academy. A second crown—
half-a-crown, viz.: fifty guineas—was awarded to W. E.
Henley for an essay on Burns.
'Mr. Stephen Phillips's poetical rivals', says Lewis
Hind, the editor of The Academy^ 'were three in number—
Mr. Francis Thompson, Mr. Watson, and Mr. Newbolt.
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